How do walkers behave when crossing the way of a mobile robot that replicates human interaction rules?
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\begin{abstract}
Previous studies showed the existence of implicit interaction rules shared by human walkers when crossing each other. Especially, each walker contributes to the collision avoidance task and the crossing order, as set at the beginning, is preserved along the interaction. This order determines the adaptation strategy: the first arrived increases his/her advance by slightly accelerating and changing his/her heading, whereas the second one slows down and moves in the opposite direction. In this study, we analyzed the behavior of human walkers crossing the trajectory of a mobile robot that was programmed to reproduce this human avoidance strategy. In contrast with a previous study, which showed that humans mostly prefer to give way to a non-reactive robot, we observed similar behaviors between human-human avoidance and human-robot avoidance when the robot replicates the human interaction rules. We discuss this result in relation with the importance of controlling robots in a human-like way in order to ease their cohabitation with humans.
\end{abstract}

\section{Introduction}
In everyday life, we walk by constantly adapting our motion to our environment. In past work, the relation between the walker and the environment was modeled as a coupled dynamical system. The trajectories result from a set of forces emitted by goals (attractors) and obstacles (repellers) \cite{17}. Collision avoidance between pedestrians has also received a lot of attention either using front-on \cite{3} or side-on approach trajectories \cite{7,8,11,12}. Olivier et al. showed that walkers adapt their trajectory only if a future risk of collision exists \cite{11}. This adaptation depends on the order of arrival of pedestrians that defines their order of passage. The first walker that arrives maintains or increases his/her advance by slightly accelerating and changing his/her direction to move away from the other participant. The second one slows down and moves in the opposite direction to reduce the risks of a collision. Huber et al. focused on how trajectories are adapted using speed and heading modifications depending on the crossing angle \cite{7}. Future crossing order (who is about to give way or pass first) is quickly and accurately perceived and preserved until the end of the interaction \cite{8,12}. This shows that walkers take efficiency into account since an inversion of the crossing order would result in suboptimal adaptations of higher amplitude. In addition, it was shown that the participant giving way contributes more to solving the collision avoidance \cite{12}. Finally, behavior is influenced by the number of pedestrians to interact with and the potential to have social interactions with them \cite{3}.

Because humans and robots will have to share the same environment in the near future \cite{6,9}, recent studies focused on tasks involving walkers and a moving robot. Vassallo et al. \cite{16} performed an experiment in which participants had to avoid collision with a passive wheeled robot (moving straight at constant speed), crossing perpendicularly their direction. In contrast to a human-human interaction, several inversions of the crossing order were observed, even though this behavior was not optimal. Such a behavior was observed when the walker arrived ahead of the robot with a predictable future crossing distance between 0 and 0.6 m but, despite this advance, finally gave way. This result was linked to the notion of perceived danger and safety, and to the lack of experience of interacting with such a robot.

Because of its design, the main limitation of Vassallo et al. study \cite{16} was its inability to conclude whether the modification of the walker behavior was due to the lack of adaptability of the moving robot or to the robot’s behavior.
obstacle or solely to its artificial nature. Nonetheless, it was shown in [15] that the robot trajectory can be read and understood by humans in a task where a robot moves towards a human to initiate a conversation based on an approach linked to public and social distances. Furthermore, in a face-to-face task with a moving robot, humans behave similarly whether they are told or not what the robot trajectory will be [1], showing their ability to actually read the robot motion.

Given these results, the question addressed in this paper is: “How would humans behave if they have to cross the trajectory of a robot programmed to replicate the observed human-human avoidance strategy?” Would humans understand that the robot adapts its trajectory and then adapt their own strategy accordingly, or would they give way to the robot as observed in [16]?

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Participants

Ten volunteers participated in the experiment (2 women and 8 men). They were 28.8 (± 9.5) years old and 1.77 m tall (± 0.12). They had no known pathology that could affect their locomotion. All of them had normal or corrected sight and hearing. All participants were naïve to the studied situation. Participants gave written and informed consent before their inclusion in the study. The experiment conformed to the Declaration of Helsinki, with formal approval of the ethics evaluation committee of INSERM (IRB00003888, Opinion number 13-124), Paris, France (IORG0003254, FWA00005831).

2.2. Apparatus

The experiment took place in a 40 m × 25 m gymnasium. The room was separated into two areas by 2 m high occluding walls forming a gate in the middle (Fig. 1). Four specific positions were defined: the participant starting position PSP, the participant target PT, and two robot starting positions RSP1 and RSP2, to generate situations where the robot approached from the right or from the left of the participants. Two virtual guidelines \( r_b \) and \( r_a \) parallel to the line (RSP1, RSP2) and respectively located at a distance of 0.5 m and 1.0 m from the gate, were used as reference for guiding the robot to pass behind or ahead the participant during the avoidance phase. A specific zone between PSP and the gate was named Motion Estimation Zone (MEZ), far enough from PSP to let the participants reach their comfort velocity before they entered the MEZ. The intersection point between the robot and the initial path of the participant was named Hypothetical Crossing Point (HCP) as this is the point where the participant and robot would cross if they do not modify their trajectory.

2.3. Task

Participants were asked to walk at their preferred speed from PSP to PT passing through the gate. They were told that a robot could be moving beyond the gate and could obstruct them, meaning that the robot could adapt its trajectory according to the participants’ one. One experimental trial corresponded to one travel from PSP to PT. We defined \( t_{see} \), the time at which the participant passed through the gate and saw the robot moving, and \( t_{cross} \), the time of closest approach, when the human-robot distance was minimal (i.e., the “distance of closest approach”). The crossing configuration and the risk of future collision were estimated using the Signed Minimal Predicted Distance, noted \( \text{smpd} \), which gives, at each time step, the future distance of closest approach if both the robot and the participant keep a constant speed and direction [16]. A variation of \( \text{smpd} \) means that the participant or/and the robot are performing adaptation. The sign of this function depends on who, between the participant and the robot, is going to pass first: positive if it is the participant and negative otherwise. A change of \( \text{smpd} \) sign means a switch of the future crossing order.

2.4. Recorded data

3D kinematic data was recorded using a 16 infrared cameras motion capture Vicon-MX system (120 Hz). Reconstruction was performed with Vicon-Blade and computations with Matlab (Mathworks®). The global position of participants was estimated as the centroid of the reflective markers set on a helmet they were wearing. The stepping oscillations were filtered out by applying a Butterworth low-pass filter (2nd order, dual pass, 0.5 Hz cut-off frequency).

Fig. 1. Experimental apparatus and task. The robot moves from RSP1 to RSP2 (or vice versa), following the lateral path \( r_b \) or \( r_a \) to pass respectively behind or ahead the participant.
2.5. Robot behavior

We used a RobuLAB10 robot from Robosoft (dimension: 0.45 × 0.40 × 1.42 m, weight 25 kg, maximum speed ∼3 m s⁻¹). The robot reference point was the center of its base. The robot control sequence was the following (cf. Fig. 1): 1) The robot was at rest at RSP1 or RSP2. 2) The participant crossed MEZ, its arrival time at HCP was estimated. 3) The theoretical speed at which the robot should move to reach HCP at the same time as the participant was estimated. This speed was then further increased (resp. decreased) for the robot to arrive in advance (respectively lately) at HCP, in order to match the expected human crossing. 4) When the robot had to avoid the human, 2 m before reaching HCP, the robot adapted its trajectory by inserting a new way-point on its trajectory, in order to pass behind the walker along the line r_a or ahead the walker by moving along the line r_b, depending on the sign of smpd at t_{see}. 5) When the avoidance phase was over, the robot was controlled to reach its final position.

2.6. Experimental plan

Each participant performed 30 trials. The robot starting position (50% from RSP1, 50% from RSP2) was randomized among the trials. To introduce variability, in 2 trials the robot did not move. The participants were not informed about the initial position of the robot nor about the possibility that the robot would not move on every trial. Only the 28 trials with potential adaptations were analyzed.

2.7. Analysis

The analysis focused on the time interval during which adaptation was performed. To this end, smpd was normalized in time by resampling the function at 100 intervals between t_{see} (time 0%) and t_{cross} (time 100%). The quantity of adaptation was defined as the absolute value of the difference between smpd(t_{see}) (i.e., the initial conditions of the interaction) and smpd(t_{cross}) (i.e., the actual signed minimum distance between the participant and the robot).

Statistics were performed using Statistica (Statsoft®). All effects were reported at p < 0.05. Normality was assessed using a Kolmogorov-Smirnov test. Depending on the normality, values are expressed as median (M) or mean ± SD. Wilcoxon signed-rank tests were used to determine differences between values of smpd at t_{see} and t_{cross}. The influence of the crossing order evolution on the smpd values was assessed by using a Kruskal-Wallis test with post hoc Mann-Whitney tests for which a Bonferroni correction was applied: all effects are reported at a 0.016 level of significance (0.05/3). Finally, we used a Mann-Whitney test to compare the crossing distance depending on the final crossing order.

3. Results

We considered 279 trials (one has been removed because the robot failed to start). Fig. 2 depicts the evolution of smpd for all trials. The sign of smpd at t_{cross} showed that participants passed first in 53% of cases, and gave way in the other 47%. Combining this information with the data at t_{see}, we could evaluate if an inversion of crossing order occurred. The trials have been divided into 4 categories, depending on the relative signs of smpd at t_{see} and t_{cross} (Pos for positive and Neg for negative): PosPos, PosNeg, NegPos, NegNeg. For example, the PosNeg category contained the trials for which smpd(t_{see}) > 0 and smpd(t_{cross}) < 0.

smpd categories were distributed among the trials in the following way: PosPos = 144 trials (52%), NegNeg = 110 trials (39%), PosNeg = 22 trials (8%), NegPos = 3 trials (1%). All participants had both PosPos and PosNeg trials, and 9 out of 10 participants had at least one PosNeg trial. In the remainder of the paper, the NegPos category will not be further considered as it contained only three trials defined as outliers. Examples of corresponding trajectories for each of the 3 remaining categories are depicted in Fig. 3. Note that in 91% of cases the crossing order was preserved. We only observed 9% of trials where participants were likely to pass first but adapted their trajectory to finally give way to the robot.

Fig. 4a and b shows respectively the average evolution of smpd and its time derivative for each category. Based on the sign of the smpd time derivative, we can separate the reaction period during which participants perform adaptations (smpd varies) from the regulation period that follows the collision avoidance (the derivative vanishes, and its sign may even change) as defined in [8] and [16]. The relative duration of the reaction phase for PosPos (55%) and NegNeg (57%) trials was almost the same, while participants were longer to adapt when they decided to give way to the robot in PosNeg (69%) trials.

Fig. 5 shows comparison between smpd(t_{see}) and smpd(t_{cross}) for the 3 categories. For each category, the human–robot distance increased from t_{see} to t_{cross} so that the risk of collision was reduced. Statistical analysis showed a significant difference of smpd between t_{see} and t_{cross} for PosPos trials (Msmptsee = 0.71 m, Msmptcross = 1.08 m, ...
Z = 9.17, p < 0.0001, r = 0.76), for NegNeg trials (Msmpdtsee = −0.46 m, Msmpdtcross = −1.14 m, Z = 8.98, p < 0.0001, r = 0.85) and for PosNeg trials (Msmpdtsee = 0.29 m, Msmpdtcross = −0.71 m, Z = 4.11, p < 0.0001, r = 0.88).

Finally, the distance of closest approach was influenced by the category (H(2,276) = 29.3, p < 0.0005). Post-hoc tests showed that the median distance between the robot and participants did not significantly differ between PosPos (M = 1.08 m) and NegNeg (M = 1.14 m) trials. However, when an inversion of the crossing order in PosNeg trials occurred, this distance was smallest (M = 0.71 m).

4. Discussion

In the current study, results indicated that when a human is crossing the trajectory of a mobile robot which is programmed to replicate the observed human avoidance strategy, strong characteristics of collision avoidance are comparable with the ones of human-human interactions. First, the crossing order is preserved from tsee to tcross in a majority of trials, as observed in human-human interactions [8,11]. However, in 8% of trials, the participants gave way to the robot while they were in position to pass first. Such a behavior was observed when smpd(tsee) was around 0.39 m. Above this threshold, participants preferred to preserve their role rather than giving way to the robot. This result is confirmed by the repartition into PosPos and PosNeg categories of trajectories starting from the smpd interval [0.39 m, 0.74 m], where 94% of trials belong to the PosPos group. This result is in contrast with the one previously observed with a passive robot [16], where participants consistently preferred to give way to the robot when the risk of collision was below 0.81 m, even though this choice was not optimal. Note that, whether or not an inversion of the crossing order occurred, the trajectories were adapted in order to increase the crossing distance between the human and the robot to reduce the risk of collision. Results show that humans solve the collision avoidance with anticipation, as previously demonstrated during human-human interaction [11]. Indeed, Fig. 4 shows a plateau in smpd values before tcross meaning that the avoidance maneuvers are over before the end of the task. As discussed in the review of Higuchi [6], the anticipatory nature of adaptive locomotor strategies ensures safety navigation during the task. When the participant decides to preserve the crossing order, the task is solved earlier than when a switch of roles occurs, that requires more motion adaptation.

The human-human avoidance strategy takes advantage from the configurations of both agents to limit their adaptations [11,12]. Assuming that both participants have similar locomotion capabilities, a role is assigned to each of them depending on their order of passage, as recalled in the introduction. This high-level strategy is not related to the anthropomorphic walking, it is simply expressed in terms of the trajectory of a representative point (e.g. the waist position and heading) in the horizontal plane of motion. As such, the method can be easily transferred to a wheeled robot. The fact that the robot automatically initiates its avoidance motion by replicating the human strategy allows the human to easily go back to the process usually applied. In this way, the human easily understands the role he/she should play and no conflicting situation occurred in any trials. For this reason, our overall results are comparable to previous findings, which were reported in the case of a human-human interaction.

The control of our robot follows a model of shared-avoidance strategy based on the human behavior [16]. One conflicting situation might theoretically occur when both agents arrive with a zero smpd (i.e. exactly at the same time) and take the same role. Such a conflicting situation between human walkers was not reported in [16] and never occurred in our human-robot experiment. When the human and the robot were approaching the crossing point quite simultaneously, the smpd was checked twice: once at the beginning, based on the measure of the human velocity in the MEZ, and once at tsee. Based on this accurate measurement of the smpd, which is never exactly equal to zero,

---

**Fig. 3.** Three examples of participant’s (P) and robot (R) trajectories during the interaction phase, for PosPos (top), PosNeg (middle) and NegNeg (bottom) categories. The part of the trajectory between tsee (circle mark) and tcross (square mark) is represented in bold line. Corresponding positions along time are linked by dotted lines.
Fig. 4. (a) Mean evolution (± 1 SD) of smpd for each category of trial. (b) Time derivative of the mean smpd. The three vertical segments correspond, for each curve (PosPos, PosNeg or NegNeg), to the time at which the time derivative of the smpd vanishes, i.e., separate the reaction phase (on the left) from the regulation phase (on the right).

Fig. 5. smpd values for PosPos, PosNeg and NegNeg categories at \( t_{\text{see}} \) and \( t_{\text{cross}} \). A significant difference in values means that adaptations were made to the trajectory by the participant (**p < 0.001).
the robot adopts a role that helps the walker adapt his behavior. For this reason, we never observed any conflicting situation in which the walker would have tried to force the way (NegPos) after the robot had initiated the avoidance. However, the opposite situation (PosNeg), in which the human prefers to give way to the robot though he arrived ahead, was sometimes observed. This cautious behavior does not constitute a conflicting situation that could block both agents.

The behavioral similarities observed between human-human and human-robot is in accordance with the study of Carton et al. [1], in which a walker avoids a robot that reproduces an average human trajectory to avoid a face-to-face collision. They showed that giving a human-like behavior to a moving robot gives rise to readable motions that convey intentions. This readability allows humans to minimize their planning effort and avoid the collision earlier and smoothly. In accordance with previous studies [1,2,10], our result shows that controlling robots in order to make them behave in a human-like way is a key point to ease human-robot cohabitation.

5. Conclusion

Our study suggests that when human walkers cross the trajectory of a mobile robot that obeys the observed human-human avoidance rules, they behave closely as when they cross the trajectory of another human walker. This result shows that, for the ease of human-robot collaboration, machines should move by respecting human interaction rules.

In future works, as previously investigated in human-human interactions [3,4,6,13], it would be interesting to better understand the visual anticipation processes as well as the nature of the visual information underlying such a collaboration. This can be done by using an eye-tracking system to couple the adaptations made by the human walkers and the gaze-activity. Also, it would be interesting to evaluate whether the use of a humanoid robot, whose morphology is closer to a less controlled context, participants would certainly behave differently than in the framework of a scientific experiment, where the robot is expected to behave safely. An interesting complement of study would then be to lead similar experiment in real-life environment to evaluate the impact of the context to the walker behavior.
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